
Name: ____________________________________________

Singular and Plural Nouns

  Directions:  Underline the nouns in each sentence below. Above 

each noun, write an S if the noun is singular or write a

P if the noun is plural.

      S               P

example:  Yesterday, the lake was filled with boats. (2 nouns)

1.  We went to the store to buy two lamps.  (2 nouns)

2.  The notebook was filled with colorful drawings.  (2 nouns)

3.  That lady drives too fast.  (1 noun)

4.  Have you read all of the books on that shelf?  (2 nouns)

5.  The teacher assigned a project for her students to complete.  (3 nouns)

6.  Tonight I will clean the dishes in the kitchen.  (2 nouns)

7.  The nice man cleaned the chimney with his broom.  (3 nouns)

8.  The towels next to the pool were wet.  (2 nouns)
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Name: ____________________________________________

Singular and Plural Nouns - ANSWER KEY

  Directions:  Underline the nouns in each sentence below. Above 

each noun, write an S if the noun is singular or write a

P if the noun is plural.

      S               P

example:  Yesterday, the lake was filled with boats. (2 nouns)

       S        P

1.  We went to the store to buy two lamps.  (2 nouns)

            S                            P

2.  The notebook was filled with colorful drawings.  (2 nouns)

                   S

3.  That lady drives too fast.  (1 noun)

                   P       S

4.  Have you read all of the books on that shelf?  (2 nouns)

                     S   S                           P

5.  The teacher assigned a project for her students to complete.  (3 nouns)

                                                          P                       S

6.  Tonight I will clean the dishes in the kitchen.  (2 nouns)

                             S                                   S                           S

7.  The nice man cleaned the chimney with his broom.  (3 nouns)

                     P                               S

8.  The towels next to the pool were wet.  (2 nouns)
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